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What the Heck Is Going On? 
 
Technically, this issue would be the appropriate one to noti-
fy all members that we will NOT be holding any events in 
April, nor the May meeting as well.  It’s too early to actually 
schedule ANY future events for 2020.  I didn’t want to just 

say that, however, because with things being so unending, it would rightly sound depressing to some, and unduly paranoid to oth-
ers, and the point of this news sheet is to be encouraging.  We are better off than we were weeks ago.  

I’d go into some of the facts which I’ve researched about the epidemic, and hypothesize about when our shelter in place order will 
be lifted, but I, myself, am learning new things about this disease every day.  For instance, today I learned that the virus is           
between .06–.14 microns and candle smoke is between .06-.1 microns.  So, I now know that I can test the effectiveness of a mask I 
make by trying to smell the smoke of an unperfumed candle. Pipe or cigarette smoke can be as tiny as .02 microns, so only the very 
best masks would be able to limit that odor.  Perfumes and deodorizers are generally over 1 full micron.  A mask or scarf that     
allows you to smell a room deodorizer, while able to reduce your spreading the disease to others, won’t do a lot to protect you 
from those tiny little germs. 

Oh, but one other thing about the Coronavirus—Loss of smell and taste might be an early sign that you are a carrier– so when 
you’re testing these odors, make sure you can smell them while maskless. 

Those are the kinds of facts I’m learning. I bet many of you are, too.  So, especially as it’s clear that no one is even considering lift-
ing the initial “two week shelter in place” request, we must all have different ideas about how much longer it will stay in place. 
Since it was supposed to be removed tomorrow, we must also have questions about how effective it’s been—and why it hasn’t 
been more so-and how effective it’s going to have to be in order for it to be removed?  

The simple fact is, that a shelter in place quarantine for about four weeks, even as short as two weeks, in a perfect world, would 
have been effective in identifying all cases, restricting the spread from any new people, and, if each existing case, at that time, was 
handled skillfully by well-equipped professionals, our hospitals would have been able to keep deaths under 3% of the people who 
had it on March 23rd.  The quarantine didn’t work, however, because we are a lot less than perfect.   

We wouldn’t have had to be perfect, but it’s like “Herd Immunity”; if a high enough percentage of us do what we’re supposed to 
do, such as have our kids vaccinated, then those who don’t have their kids vaccinated, their mistakes won’t hurt the rest of us.  We 
learned these last two weeks that the percentage of people who thought they knew better than scientists, and so didn’t follow the 
precautions, was too high to obtain that herd immunity.  We must depend on the work of our scientists, public safety workers, and 
politicians to reduce that percentage closer to zero or to find a cure. Those are basically our two choices.  

There is a third option, however, and that is to reduce the transmission rate (R0) among the people who follow community rules 
and also have the disease.  Because carriers are still contagious when they are asymptomatic, COVID-19 has a transmission rate 
(number of newly infected people from a single case) of up to 4. By comparison, the Spanish Flu had an R0 of 2, and Measles has an 
R0 of 10 to 15. Some ways to reduce the R0 to 1—the point in which the number of cases will gradually disappear– is for asympto-
matic carriers to wear face masks. Another is for testing to be so widespread that everyone who comes into contact with an infect-
ed person is tested themselves, even without symptoms. Another is for us all to frequently wash our hands and maintain social 
distancing. It is encouraging that although the number of new cases is growing exponentially—the number of cases that have 
moved beyond the disease has also been growing nearly as quickly. Think how quickly this would be over if everyone followed the 
rules. 

That said, what I really wanted to talk about in this a future issues was to theorize what new community rules and standards we 
might be living in when we lift the quarantine, return to international travel, and get to meet and tour together again.  Theoretical-
ly, the greater the changes and the more that the changes are welcomed by the average person, the sooner we can get back to 
that. So, let’s look at some historical changes and look at the brighter side of making some of these changes, and how they would 
effect us in the Palomar Model A Club. 



One Hundred Years Ago 
In 1902, John and Horace Dodge won a contract to build transmissions for Oldsmobiles. 
They turned down a second contract a year later and instead built engines for Henry Ford 
in a deal that included a shares in the new Ford Motor Company.  For ten years, the Dodge 
brothers' supplied Ford, and John worked as vice president of the Ford company. In 1913 
they terminated their contract and began building trucks, ambulances and other vehicles 
for the US military during the arms buildup for World War I. In October 1917 they pro-
duced their first commercial car. In 1919, Henry Ford bought out the Dodge brothers' hold-

ings in Ford Motor Company for $25 million.  In December of that year, both brothers caught the Spanish Flu. John died in January 
and Horace died the next December after several relapses. Their widows held onto the company until 1925. 

Kissing Your Illness “Hello” until Public 
Kissing Became Embarrassing 

Kissing in greetings, had its origins in the Christian religion. One 
fitting excerpt from the New Testament reads, “Greet one another 
with a holy kiss”.  This “kiss of peace” became a traditional Chris-
tian greeting which still remains in some Catholic and Orthodox 
churches. Most Protestant churches have done away with it and 
the “kiss of peace” has been replaced by the handshake. In other 
ceremonies, servants would kiss a master’s ring, upon meeting 
friends, men would kiss men and women and vice versa. On 
16 July 1439, as The Black Death was spreading through Europe, 
King Henry VI banned kissing in England. In this case, King Henry 
was trying to curtail the spread of disease in his kingdom. His sub-
jects, however, would not have it, and his ban failed. For Henry VI, perhaps significantly, his knights and royal court would 
have kissed him to pay him homage, at each meeting, so the ban would have prevented the chance of Henry falling victim. 

On 9 March 1562, kissing in public was banned in Naples, Italy. If authorities caught philandering couples kissing in public, the 
act was punishable by death. In this case, again, authorities were more concerned about public health than morality. A second 

plague was spreading through Europe like wildfire, and leaders were doing anything in their power to blunt the 
epidemic—including killing those who kissed. Unfortunately, the law seemed to do little to prevent the spread of 
the plague, which ultimately claimed the lives of large 
swaths of Europe. 

That was just the beginning of the curious kissing 
laws. Many were not based on public health any long-

er, but on what was now considered immoral or extremist.  In 1910, 
France banned kissing on French railways because it could cause 
delays. In 1982, the Iranian Parliament listed “kissing for pleasure” as 
a list of outlawed moral offenses. In 1991, students at Peking Univer-
sity, China, were banned from kissing, holding hands, hugging, whis-
pering, or holding unauthorized gatherings. And in 2003, Moscow 
considered a ban on kissing in public places; a ban that would have 
included even legally married couples and punished the act with 
fines and jail time. This time, citizens fought back, protesting the pro-
posed law by kissing perfect strangers on the street in a show of defi-
ance. The proposed law was eventually abandoned. 

Wanted: 
Wayne Moore is looking to negotiate 
the purchase of a full-blooded Sia-
mese cat. Female, spade, 0-2 years old 
preferred.  
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